
NESAT XIII – information for participants of an excursion 

  
The last day of the NESAT XIII conference i.e. Friday 26th May 2017 the excursion to 

Prague will take place. You will have the opportunity to see two places: Prague Castle 

and the City Museum. The permanent exposition The Story of Prague Castle is held at 

Prague Castle where textiles originated from an archaeological excavation of Prague 

Castle are exposed, and the depository where not exhibited textiles are stored. The 

exhibition about a medieval textile production and dyeing will be held at City Museum 

where also textiles originated from an archaeological research of rubbish dumps of 

waste in Prague – New Town will be presented.  

Three buses will depart from Liberec on 26th May 2017 one by one, the first one on 

7:00 a.m., the second one on 8:30 a.m. and the third one on 9:30 a.m. It was set up in 

this way because of the bus capacities and the organisational reasons connected with 

sightseeing in both places. Participants in each bus will have a different excursion 

schedule according to in which bus they will go (see below). A guide will be on each 

bus who will be familiar with program details and will accompany you during the whole 

excursion program.  

The allocation of excursion participants into the individual buses will take place during 

the first conference day (on Tuesday 23rd May 2017).  

A lunch will also be part of the excursion in a restaurant on the route between Prague 

Castle and City Museum. It is not included in the excursion fee (the price will be 

around 200 CZK/8 Euro). A choice from several kinds of meals will also take place on 

the first conference day (on Tuesday 23rd May 2017). Due to the demanding excursion 

we recommend participants to take a small refreshment and drink with them.  

Count also on a walking transfer between Prague Castle and City Museum which takes 

about 45 minutes and leads from Lesser Town to the Old Town. Who will not be able 

to pass a walking transfer, can use a car of organisers (the maximum capacity is 7 

people). The excursion will end late in the afternoon. Then, all three buses will go back 

to Liberec. Because some of you will not want to return to Liberec and will want to take 

the opportunity to spend the following weekend in Prague or will go immediately home, 

you will have a possibility to take your baggage with you. You will be able to 

leave it in the locked bus during the excursion and after the program you can 

pick it up there. You can find exact information about the time and place of buses 

departure on following pages.  

Be aware please that participants of the excursion have to be divided into three buses 

equally as the maximum capacity of each group is 35 people.  



An important notice for visitors of Prague Castle Prague  
Castle is a seat of the president of the Czech Republic, therefore, an increased 

security arrangement are held in the whole area including passing through an X-ray 

frame.  

It is necessary to collect the list of all participants in advance in order to make the 

excursion easier. The list must contain all names and numbers of passports or IDs 

valid at the time of the conference.  

Therefore, we ask all participants of the conference to send us all demanded data 

to the address nesat2017@arup.cas.cz no later than on 31st March 2017. 

Access to the guarded space where the depository is placed will not be allowed 

without sending it in time, unfortunately.  

 

Please, send all your questions regarding the excursion also on 

nesat2017@arup.cas.cz.  

 

Helena Brezinova  

Milena Bravermanova  

NESAT XIII – Arrangements Committee  



BUS 1  

Encounter 6:50 

Departure from Liberec 7:00 

Arrival to Prague 9:00 

Prague Castle 9:30-12:00 

Lunch + walk 
Lunch time 

12:00-14:00 
12:30-13:15 

Exhibition 14:00-15:30 

Departure from Prague/ 
pick up of luggage 

16:00 

Arrival to Liberec 17:30 

You can can stay in Prague after the excursion.  

You can leave your luggage during an excursion  

in the bus and pick it up before bus departure to 

Liberec.  



BUS 2  

Encounter 8:20 

Departure from Liberec 8:30 

Arrival to Prague 10:30 

Exhibition 11:00-13:00 

Lunch+walk 
Lunch time 

13:00-15:00 
13:45-14:30 

Prague Castle 15:00-17:30 

Departure from Prague/ 
pick up of luggage 

18:00 

Arrival to Liberec 19:30 

You can can stay in Prague after the excursion.  

You can leave your luggage during an excursion  

in the bus and pick it up before bus departure to 

Liberec.  



BUS 3  

Encounter 9:20 

Departure from Liberec 9:30 

Arrival to Prague 11:30 

Prague Castle 12:00-14:30 

Lunch+walk 
Lunch time 

14:30-16:30 
15:00-15:45 

Exhibition 16:30-18:00 

Departure from Prague/ 
pick up of luggage 

18:30 

Arrival to Liberec 20:00 

You can can stay in Prague after the excursion.  

You can leave your luggage during an excursion  

in the bus and pick it up before bus departure to 

Liberec.  


